PROTECT
Project Website and Visual Identity
The screen shots attached show the current layout and content of the PROTECT website. They also
display PROTECT’s visual profile, such as the logos, color scheme and fonts that will be used for
multiple communication and dissemination activities throughout the project. PROTECT’s visual
template and profile was designed by The University of Bergen’s Communication Department. Logos
are attached at the bottom of this document.
The website contains both static and dynamic content, which enable visitors and different target
groups to engage with the content in multiple ways.
Examples of static information:
•
•
•

Information about PROTECT, our research objectives and Working Packages.
Overview of the PROTECT Coordination and Management Office, involved partners and
Advisory board
Contact information

In addition to the static information, the website also complies with a range of formal demands, such
as:
•
•

Information about the project’s EU funding, as well as a disclaimer.
EU and Horizon2020 logos.

This information is placed in the website footer.

Dynamic content
In addition to the static content listed above the website will contain a range of dynamic and
changeable content that allow visitors and different target groups to engage with the website in
several ways.
Examples of dynamic content:
•
•
•
•

News articles and blog posts about PROTECT events or research activities
Videos and photo series from fieldwork or other PROTECT activities
Twitter feed showing the project’s latest tweets and retweets
Links to the project’s other social media accounts (e.g., Facebook, YouTube)

The table below shows the main ways that PROTECT website will engage with its target groups who
are identified in the Grant Agreement. The attached screen shots show the content currently
available to visitors.

Content

Goal
Form
Inform about PROTECT research
Written posts. Video. Podcast. Deal with findings,
activities and results.
themes, issues related to project. Share on Twitter
Monthly blogand Facebook.
posts
Engage new and existing readers
and create engagement in social
media
Visual display of our activities
Interviews during conferences, interviewing
Videos
and researchers. Create
researchers during fieldwork or other activities
engagement in social media.
Post news articles about the project or involved
Inform visitors about upcoming researchers produced by the project or other
institutions
Articles
or past events, or other
dissemination activities.

Social media
accounts
Information
about the
project

Twitter feed is linked up to website and will appear
in the sidebar on each page. Social media icons
with links to the project’s accounts appear beneath
each post and in front page banner
Provide updated and accurate Ensure the static informational pages contain up to
information about PROTECT, our date information.
research and partners, and
activities.
Creating dynamic and updated
content on website for target
groups to engage in.

Forthcoming content
A website is a living entity, which will be continuously updated with, and host new information,
activities and content. The following content will be made available on the PROTECT website as the
project progresses:
•
•
•
•

PROTECT blog as a separate menu item
PROTECT in the media as a menu item under “News and events”
Publications as a menu item under “Our Research”
Creating a calendar displaying upcoming events on front page as well as under “News and
events”

Please see the attached images below.

Frontpage with banner, navigation menu, information about PROTECT and partners, Twitter feed and
recent news. The partner map links straight to the overview of partners.

Footer with funding and disclaimer

Overview of PROTECT Work Packages. Each can be opened in a separate tab for more information.

Overview of PROTECT partners with links to each university homepage and personal profile, allowing
reader to explore each partner further. Eventually, this table will be replaced by small informative
texts about each involved partner, accompanied with a photo.

PROTECT news contains both articles promoting project events, such as kick-off conference, as well
as featured articles on project team members.

Upcoming events is a page dedicated to contain information about important events organized by
the project consortium.

COROFF shows an overview of the involved members and their role, as well as link to their email
address.

Visual identity
Design specifications and reflections:
•
•
•
•

The logo design is influenced and based on the keywords “protection”, “human rights”,
“refugees”, “migrants”, “journeys”, “ocean”, “boat”, “global” and “international”.
“Protect” re-occurs next to, or together with people in the logo, to emphasize the meaning of
this word: to cover, or shield them from exposure, injury, damage or destruction.
The circular shape of the logo compliments the project’s title and research objectives, as it
emphasizes the global perspective of refugee and migrant protection.
Blue is the project’s main color. Blue represents heaven and sky, stability, loyalty, honesty
and responsibility. Blue has a calming effect, as well as expressing hope.

The logos that follow are available as jpg, png and eps files, thus enabling use on both transparent
and solid backgrounds. The logos may be used in documents, presentations, social media and on the
website.
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